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i. Introduction  

Regulation of nanomaterials in Europe 

Nanomaterial (NM) comprise natural or manufactured particulate matter in an unbound (“free”) state or 

as aggregates or agglomerates in which 50 % or more of the particles have one or more external 

dimensions in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm. (Klaine et al., 2008; European Commission, 2011). Within 

this group of NM, nanoparticles (NP) are defined as materials with at least two dimensions between 1 

nm - and 100 nm. Usually, NM consist of specific elements or molecules, such as metals, non-metals 

like titanium dioxide or carbon. As their worldwide production and their use in various applications is 

increasing, NM reached a significant relevance for everyday life (Tsuji et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2013). 

Consequently, there is concern regarding their release into the environment after disposal, their 

environmental fate, agglomeration behaviour, and potential for eliciting effects in organisms (Laux et 

al., 2018), especially without a sound regulation of NM.  

Regarding regulation of NM in Europe, e.g., within the REACH regulation there is no mandatory 

regulation process for the nanoform of a substance. Basically, it has to be distinguished, that a nanoform 

of the substance either equates to the same substance as its bulk material, resulting in one registration 

for both types, or must be individually considered as a separate substance, which would lead to two 

different registration steps (Klaine et al., 2008; Rauscher et al., 2017). If NM are considered to be the 

same as the bulk material, input data’s appropriateness cannot be always guaranteed. If a differentiation 

between the bulk material and the NM is necessary, the individual second registration step for the NM 

needs to be performed only in tonnages of more than 1 t year-1, which eventually excludes many of them 

(Hansen and Baun, 2011).  

Environmental behaviour and effects of NM to organisms are difficult to assess in standardized tests, 

due to insufficient practicability of former suggested guidelines and methods by REACH; thus the 

comparability of results of bulk materials and NM is often not given (Rauscher et al., 2017). For many 

companies it is still not clear how to register their nanoform substances properly (Hansen and Baun, 

2011). Therefore, new obligations for nanoforms within the registration and safety report of a substance 

are expected from the companies starting in 2020. These specific information requirements comprise 

physical-chemical parameters, human health and especially environmental behaviour data. For this 

reason, adaptations e.g. of the OECD test guidelines for environmental testing of NM needs to be 

performed as well. In respect of the above mentioned aspects, multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) 

are selected for substance evaluation from the German Environment Agency (UBA) as one of the first 

NM. 



Aquatic toxicity studies using MWCNT in single species and acute exposition scenarios were often 

published in the last years, however at environmentally irrelevant high concentrations. The main toxicity 

mechanisms – under such conditions – associated with MWCNT are oxidative stress, membrane 

disruption, and genotoxicity due to DNA damage (Farre et al., 2009). Effects of MWCNT were shown 

to primary producers, as green algae (Chlorella spec. and Desmodesmus subspicatus) and primary 

consumers in fresh and sea water (Arndt et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2017). Concerning fish toxicity, it was 

also reported that SWCNTs exerted effects on the respiratory system of the rainbow trout 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Smith et al., 2007) and altered the antioxidant capacity of adult zebrafish 

(Danio rerio) (da Rocha et al., 2013).  

Uptake of MWCNT by water phase exposure has been shown as well in many studies. MWCNT can be 

internalized by green algae, i.e. Chlorella sp. (Long et al. 2012) and Desmodesmus subspicatus (Rhiem 

et al., 2015). Furthermore, this nanomaterial will be ingested by the water flea Daphnia magna, whereas 

depuration afterwards was slow, at least in the absence of food (Petersen et al., 2009; Tervonen et al., 

2010). MWCNT are also shown to be bioavailable for sediment-dwelling organisms like blackworms 

(Petersen et al., 2008). Next to incorporation in algae, water fleas, and blackworms, it was observed that 

MWCNT clogged the filter apparatus and covered the carapace of daphnids (Roberts et al., 2007), 

precipitated on the gills of rainbow trout (Smith et al., 2007), and filled the gastrointestinal tract of 

several aquatic invertebrates (Templeton et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2009; 

Tervonen et al., 2010) that were exposed to aqueous suspensions of the nanomaterials. Cano et al. (2018) 

demonstrated the possibility of trophic transfer of MWCNT between Daphnia magna and Pimephales 

promelas.  

From the ecotoxicological point of view, MWCNT may cause negative effects on aquatic and terrestrial 

organisms and can be ingested as well (Petersen et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2013; Maes et al., 2014; 

Rhiem et al., 2015), although most of the tested concentrations in mg L-1 in aquatic test systems were 

much higher than expected environmental concentrations in the range of ng/L. Since it is predicted that 

only very low concentrations of MWCNT will appear in the aquatic environment (Gottschalk et al., 

2013; Sun et al., 2016), obviously more research is necessary, especially in the field of long-term 

experiments using different endpoints and chronic exposure scenarios at low MWCNT concentrations. 

In general, bioaccumulation of MWCNT appears to be low as well, since most of the nanomaterial taken 

up can be eliminated again by most of the aquatic and terrestrial biota in all trophic levels (Bjorkland et 

al., 2017). 

This was the basis for starting the European project Nano-Transfer, in which the environmental 

behaviour and the effects of two C-MNMs - carbon nanotubes (CNT) and fullerenes (C60) – in aquatic 

systems was investigated either alone or in mixtures with two organic micropollutants, the biocide 

triclocarban (TCC) and the plasticizer bisphenol A (BPA), respectively. 

 



ii. Major results of the European project Nano-Transfer 

Analyzing carbon based nanomaterials in nature with a high carbon background is a challenge. The 

project consortium chose two methodologies: (a) A radioactive 14C-label was introduced either in CNT 

or in TCC and BPA to perform microcosm experiments on organisms in the aquatic food chain. (b) A 

specific and sensitive mass spectrometric technology was developed to analyse fullerenes in aquatic 

systems at trace levels.  

Rapid sedimentation of CNT and fullerenes alone and in presence of TCC and BPA was observed.  

Degradation of the contaminants when adsorbed to CNT was significantly reduced. All freshwater 

organisms from standing water bodies (green alga, mayfly larva, water flea, black worm and fish) 

absorbed CNT but eliminated most of it after food uptake. Ecotoxicological and histological effects 

occurred only at irrelevant high wMWCNT concentrations (mg/L range). 

Aging of fullerenes under natural environmental conditions resulted in formation of oxidised (epoxide) 

species and fullerene dimers. Bioaccumulation of irradiated fullerenes in marine mussels is very high 

(BAF  104 L/kg) but considerably lower in biofilms and freshwater snails. Even at low concentrations 

of fullerenes (pg/L) sublethal, metabolomic changes in mussels were observed resulting in oxidative 

stress. In presence of CNT and fullerenes the toxicity of organic contaminants (pesticides, 

pharmaceuticals) to aquatic organisms and microbial biofilms was mainly reduced. The consortium 

concludes that at environmentally relevant concentrations in the ng/L range no toxic effects of C-MNMs 

are to be expected. 

For the use of C-MNMs in green applications, the sorption behavior of the biocide triclocarban (TCC) 

and bisphenol A (BPA) on C-MNMs was studied. Rapid sorption equilibrium rates, good adsorption 

capacity over a broad pH range enable the application in water remediating processes but the 

practicability of their use and the financial aspects have to be evaluated. 

 

iii. Impact of the findings with the Nano-Transfer project 

The Nano-Transfer consortium provided input on the following three topics. 

- Exposure assessment:  

Partners of the consortium developed highly sensitive mass spectrometry methods to quantify the 

concentrations of fullerenes in aqueous environmental media at extremely low concentrations 

For CNT, partners developed a labelling technique, i.e. the use of radioactive isotopes (14C) to establish 

complete mass balances of environmental processes.  

- Toxicity mechanisms: metabolomics, Trojan horse experiments 



In tests for the investigation of long-term effects, sub-lethal endpoints could be investigated using 

metabolomics. 

Toxicity mechanisms do not always emanate from a single substance alone, but can also occur in 

combination with other chemicals or materials. For this purpose, mixed toxicities or so-called Trojan 

horse effects were investigated, i.e. the effects of substance C-MNM complexes. The mechanisms of 

action of the complexes may differ from those of the individual substances. The consortium provided 

data on physical-chemical properties for characterization of the complexes and studied their effects on 

organisms. As already stated, it is unlikely that effects at C-MNM concentrations at the ng/L range will 

lead to toxic effects on exposed organisms. 

- Environmental impacts: food transfer; safety aspect 

Nanomaterial research has focussed so far mainly on effects on single species. However, in the 

environment, network interactions have to be considered. The consortium was one of the first to study 

the food web transfer of C-MNMs from primary producers up to secondary consumers. All data of the 

Nano-Transfer consortium seem to indicate that C-MNMs at environmentally relevant concentrations 

(ng/L) are of no concern for exposed organisms incl. humans, except for the latter by inhalation when 

handling C-MNMs in production sites, and eventually by food consumption of mussels because of a 

relatively high bioaccumulation of C-MNMs in these species. 

All in all, the combination of chemical, analytical and biological expertise of the involved partners was 

essential to reach the goals of the project, a clear benefit of European projects. 

 

iv. Suggestion for sustainable use of carbon-based nanomaterials 

For a sustainable use of C-based nanomaterials, it is primarily important that the respective 

manufacturers work in shielded production halls. After the nanomaterials have been used in various 

application products, they must be disposed of in an environmentally sound manner in order to keep the 

exposure to the environment as low as possible. 
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